INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS OF INVITED PAPERS
176th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America
2018 Acoustics Week in Canada
5–9 November 2018
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

1. The deadline for receipt of abstracts is Tuesday, 29 May 2018.

2. Abstracts must be submitted online as described in the Call for Papers. The full Call for Papers is available online at:

   http://acousticalsociety.org/176th-meeting-acoustical-society-of-america/

3. In addition to the abstract that you submit online, a copy of the abstract must also be sent to the Session Organizer (the person who invited you to participate) by 29 May 2018. The session organizer needs your abstract in order to plan the session.

4. At the time you submit your abstract, you must indicate that the abstract is invited and the title of the session in which you have been invited to participate.

5. Special sessions are listed by the sponsoring Technical Committees. You will first need to select the committee and then the special session. Please refer to the special session list found at http://acousticalsociety.org.

6. Please note that standard equipment for ASA sessions consists of a PC computer with monaural audio playback capability, a computer projector, and laser pointer. Any other equipment including stereo sound is considered to be “special equipment” and must be requested at the time you submit. Note that Mac computers will not be provided.